296 Reversible Panic Latch

- Non-handed
- Fire rated for use on timber and steel doors
- Surface mounted
- Adapter supplied for operating with a rim cylinder
- Closed arm design

The Exidor 296 is designed for single and double door applications. The unit is operated by a downward thrust of the cross bar to give a speedy exit in panic situations. An adapter for use with a rim cylinder for outside access is supplied as standard.

305 Panic Mortice Actuator with Cylinder Mortice Night Latch

- Non-handed
- Surface mounted
- Closed arm design

The Exidor 305 offers a push bar actuator unit with a cylinder mortice night latch case that can be supplied with or without a Euro profile cylinder for access from the outside. A mortice plate is supplied as standard. The unit provides security on the outside with ease of escape from the inside in panic situations.

Standard sizes
Standard size panic latches are suitable for single doors up to 1220mm wide. Special sizes are available on request.

Additional options
The Exidor reversible panic latches can be supplied with:
- Steel door fixings (suffix ‘SD’ after the product code)
- Microswitch (suffix ‘MS’ after the product code)

Optional accessories for the 296 panic latch
- 298 Outside access device - knob operated
- 302EA Outside access device with Euro aperture - knob operated
- 302EC Outside access device with Euro cylinder - knob operated
- 302OA Outside access device with oval aperture - knob operated
- 302OC Outside access device with oval cylinder - knob operated
- 322EA Outside access device with Euro aperture - lever operated
- 322EC Outside access device with Euro cylinder - lever operated

Optional accessories for all the panic latches
- CL1 Mechanical push button outside access device
- CL2 Mechanical push button outside access device with passage facility
- CL3 Quick code mechanical push button outside access device
- CL4 Quick code mechanical push button outside access device with passage facility

Classification No. 3 7 6 B 1 3 2 2 A A
EN 1125 : 2008
Standard sizes
Standard size panic bolts are suitable for single doors up to 1220mm wide and 2440mm high. Special sizes are available on request.

Additional options
The Exidor reversible panic bolts can be supplied with:
- Adjustable shoots (suffix 'A' after the product code - 294 only)
- Steel door fixings (suffix 'SD' after the product code)
- Microswitch (suffix 'MS' after the product code)

Optional accessories for all the panic bolts
- 298 Outside access device - knob operated
- 302EA Outside access device with Euro aperture - knob operated
- 302EC Outside access device with Euro cylinder - knob operated
- 302OA Outside access device with oval aperture - lever operated
- 302OC Outside access device with oval cylinder - lever operated
- 322EA Outside access device with Euro aperture - lever operated
- 322EC Outside access device with Euro cylinder - lever operated
- 304 Exit alarm
- 299 Dogging device

Exidor threshold seal ES1 can be fitted as an alternative to the floor keep, Exidor adjustable shoots must be used. Please suffix CB on the product code. i.e 293A/CB (See Exidor Door Seal Range leaflet for details).
Non-Rebated Double Doors 284|316

284 Double Door Set for Non-Rebated Double Doors

The Exidor 284 for non-rebated double doors is a complete package consisting of two single panic bolts (294).

- Non-handed
- Fire rated for use on timber and steel doors
- Surface mounted
- Closed arm design

316 Double Door Set for Non-Rebated Double Doors

The Exidor 316 for non-rebated double doors is a complete package consisting of two panic bolts with vertical Pullman latches (311).

- Non-handed
- Fire rated for use on timber and steel doors
- Surface mounted
- Closed arm design

Standard sizes
Standard size panic bolts are suitable for single doors up to 1220mm wide and 2440mm high. Special sizes are available on request.

Additional options
The Exidor reversible panic bolts can be supplied with:

- Adjustable shoots (suffix 'A' after the product code - 284 only)
- Steel door fixings (suffix 'SD' after the product code)
- Micorswitch (suffix 'MS' after the product code)

Optional accessories for all the non-rebated double door sets

- 298 Outside access device - knob operated
- 302EA Outside access device with Euro aperture - knob operated
- 302EC Outside access device with Euro cylinder - knob operated
- 302OC Outside access device with oval cylinder - knob operated
- 322EA Outside access device with Euro aperture - lever operated
- 322EC Outside access device with Euro cylinder - lever operated
- 304 Exit alarm
- 299 Dogging device

Exidor threshold seal ES1 can be fitted as an alternative to the floor keep. Exidor adjustable shoots must be used. Please suffix CB on the product code. i.e 293A/CB (See Exidor Door Seal Range leaflet for details).
322 Lever Operated Outside Access Device

The Exidor 322 offers a lever operated outside access device that meets the dimensional requirements of BS8300 and approved Document “M” (DDA).

The 322 is supplied with 3 keys and has the advantage that a master keyed 45mm Euro profile cylinder can be used. Suitable for use with the Exidor 200 & 300 series, the 322 offers access from the outside of the door.

- Non-handed
- Meets the dimensional requirements of BS8300 and approved Document “M” (DDA)
- Lever is supplied with special shear screw designed to break under excessive force
- Surface mounted on the outside of the door using three concealed machine screws
- Same fixing points as the 302 OAD - easy retro fit
- Supplied as standard for doors up to 55mm thick
- Longer spindles available on request for door thicknesses over 55mm
- Longer spindles available on request for door thicknesses over 70mm

Performance
When locked, the lever is fixed in the horizontal position and the shear screw is designed to break under excessive force to prevent unauthorised entry. When unlocked, the lever, spindle and mechanism engage allowing the shoots, latch or Pullman latches to be withdrawn from the outside. The lever remains engaged until the mechanism is re-locked.

Finishes
A choice of finishes are available (see page 4). However, plated finishes are not recommended for external environments as harsh conditions can break down the plating.

Mechanical Push Button Outside Access Devices
Only suitable for use with the 296, 297, 305 and 306.

CL1 Push Button Mechanical Code Lock
CL2 Push Button Mechanical Code Lock with Passage Function
CL3 Quick Code Mechanical Code Lock
   (Code can be changed without removing the unit)
CL4 Quick Code Mechanical Code Lock with Passage Function
   (Code can be changed without removing the unit)

- 1,584 different codes available
- Non handed
- Reversible safety lever
- Surface mounted using concealed screws
- Clutch protection on the outside lever
- Supplied with spindles for doors from 35mm to 60mm thick
- PVD weather resistant finish
- Available in stainless steel or brass finishes

Options available
- 322EA Lever operated OAD with Euro profile aperture
- 322EC Lever operated OAD supplied with Euro cylinder